Polymersomes: Preparation and Characterization.
Polymersomes, also called polymeric vesicles, are self-assembled by amphiphilic copolymers. Due to their unique characters, polymersomes are attracting more and more interest as an important class of vehicles for nanopharmaceuticals. In this chapter, various methods to prepare and characterize polymersomes are introduced systematically with several applicable examples. In addition, the advantages and disadvantages of each method were compared and analyzed with the aim to help readers choose the appropriate method in the process of experiments. Although some methods we introduced here are effective in preparing and characterizing polymersomes, the remaining challenge in this filed is to develop new tools. The reason is that polymersome is a kind of complex nanostructure, and some minor factors can affect the formation of polymersome. Meanwhile, more advanced technology should be developed to precisely determine the structure of some complex polymersomes such as multilayer polymersomes.